STOP - READ THIS FIRST!

SIZING GUIDE

3 DIFFERENT CHARTS FOR 3 DIFFERENT FITS

All cuts aren't created equal! Each of our sizing cuts are tailored for unique needs and athlete preferences to fit differently. The result is 3 DIFFERENT sizing charts for 3 DIFFERENT Fits.

**CLUB CUT**
- Loose
- T-Shirt like fit
- Relaxed

Club Cut is designed to fit much looser with a relaxed fit more like a T-shirt (looser around the waist, chest, and arms). They also are designed to fit larger body types. *Those looking to avoid the garment flapping in the wind should avoid this cut.

**SPORT CUT**
- Semi-tailored
- Close but comfortable fit
- Novice to Experts

Sport Cut is designed to be a semi-tailored cut that fits nicely around the body with limited excess. It combines comfort and performance making it a great fit from novice to experts.

**RACE CUT**
- Skin Tight
- Compression
- Maximum Aerodynamics

Race Cut is designed to be a second-skin fitting against your body in almost every area for maximum aerodynamic performance. It is designed for leaner athletes who want a very tight fit.
STOP - READ THIS FIRST!

SIZING GUIDE

3 WAYS TO GET A GREAT FIT!

1. Measure your body

Using a soft measuring tape have someone help you measure the total circumference of the widest part of your chest. Wrap the measuring tape under your arms and across your chest at its widest part, keeping the measuring tape parallel to the floor as shown. Stand straight but relaxed with your arms by your side and breath normally.

Making sure the tape measure isn’t twisted and capture your chest measurement. Compare this measurement with the ‘Fits Chest Size’ numbers on your chosen cut’s sizing chart. **Make sure to check you are referencing the cut you prefer.

2. Measure your favorite jersey

Grab your favorite fitting jersey from the closet and lay it flat on a smooth surface as shown to the left. The garment should be nice and flat but not stretched. Take a tape measure or measuring device and measure the garment from armpit to armpit to get the ‘1/2 chest’ measurement. Compare this ‘1/2 chest’ measurement to the ‘1/2 chest’ measurements on your respective cut’s sizing chart.

*Selecting the cut you prefer is important and will effect how your garment fits. Make sure to reference your preferred cut’s specific sizing chart.

3. Order a Sizing Kit

Your custom apparel specialist can help you order and receive a sizing kit. With a sizing kit you’ll be able to try on sizes just like you would at a store to get the perfect fit!